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Takeoff is optional
But landing is mandatory

June 2020

A Saturn Rocket in
the works

THE
BIGGEST
RC
GLIDER
IN THE
WORLD

Electrifying an older
Funtana

A new p-47 is
maidened

Jim Gavel’s Zero

https://ww
w.youtube
.com/watc
h?v=wY-y
vs4wJKY
Some happy slope soarers

And a lot more!
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Colin Bell’sd F-16 (the end of a beautiful model)

Colin reports: Well,
that ended abruptly.
The fuselage
exploded at 278 km/h.
Not a good way to
start the day.

Photos by Dave Morash and
Colin Bell
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Bill Foster’s Funtana e-conversion
Way back in November 2019, ( seems like a
lifetime with the past few months of Covid19), I bought this brand new (2003 or so)
Funtana S40 from Mike of the Avon Flyers.
Anyway, not sure what I was thinking at
the time...or NOT thinking..because this
plane was set up for an ENGINE up
front..not a "Motor"..!
So I figured maybe the batteries could sit
on the wing directly under the fuselage
where the two parts meet, so after some
careful measurements were taken, a hatch
was cut into the fuselage directly above
the wing, for servicing the batteries. I had
decided to use two 5S 2200mah packs in
parallel, giving a total of 4400 mah.
With the hatch surgery done it became
obvious that the Lipo packs should be
recessed down INTO the top of the
wing...so further surgery was undertaken
to actually construct a suitable battery
plate with strap to secure the packs.
After this was completed it was time to
install the wing and check the CG for
balance.
Wow...was this thing tail heavy ...not even
close. The answer..one big ole mother of a
motor..! So it was off to the cupboard to
check the stock..
I decided on the biggest motor I had..a
Hyperion 4035 that should swing a 15/6
prop right smartly on 5S power.
But now..looking at the stock front end , it
would need some additional beef to
strengthen it for this motor, as well as to
position the motor correctly for a decent
cowl install, so more designing, cutting,
and bolting mounting plates was
undertaken.
In the end, the balance came out extremely
well, and the cowl fits nicely.
It will be interesting to see how it flies..!
Photos by Bill Foster
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Jimmy’s p-47 maiden with Saito 3 cylinder

Photos by John Walker
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Victoria Day Weekend at HEFA

https://www.facebook.com/Ha
lifaxElectricFlyers/videos/260
9456605827698/

https://www.facebook.com/Ha
lifaxElectricFlyers/videos/229
5845677391906/

From Brian Gray: Well - the
best news this week was
some easing of restrictions
related to COVID-19. Certainly
outdoor activities present
lower risks but maintaining 2
me of separation is a must.
And I did not observe any
issues. Nice to see some
familiar faces at SP.
Video and Photos by Brian Gray
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Slope soaring at Lawrencetown
From John O’Sullivan: Great
day at Lawrencetown. At
11am winds from the south
at 15 to 20 kph, good for
medium weight models.
Picked up to 20 to 35 kph by
1pm.
Richard Giles, Chris Dean,
John Walker and I had a
wonderful time. Intermittent
fog halted flying for short
periods.
Slope days so far this year
have been few and far
between, but now with
prevailing winds coming
from the Southwest things
should improve.

Photos by John O’Sullivan
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Wings of Wellington May 24th

Photos by Jeremy Dann
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Northumberland RC modelers Mid-may

Photos by Chris Walker
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DeHavilland DH 98 Mosquito B Mk.IV in 1/48 scale

Chris Walker Of the
Northumberland RC Modelers
has completed another project.
A DeHavilland DH 98 Mosquito B
Mk.IV in 1/48 scale

Photos
by Chris
Walker
Photos
CKWalker
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Painting plastic propellers
Mark Charlton here with another little pandemic isolation project. I felt some of my
propellers just didn't fit the look of some planes I have, so i pulled out the paint and
attempted to make them look like a wooden prop.
I first started with a dark basecoat and added some black lines to start simulating the
gain and laminate.
Next, out came the airbrush to start adding lighter layers of paint.
After I was happy with the color, I lightly brushed in some darker "grain",
Then, again I added more light paint to blend everything.
To finish, overcoat with some pledge floor gloss to protect the paint and give the
color some pop.
There you have it! One "wooden" prop that I'll probably cry about when it breaks from
a nose over. Hahaha

Mark flies with the
Halifax Electric
Flyers group.
(HEFA)

Photos by Mark Charlton
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Yarmouth "South West Flyers R/C Club" May 24th

Photos by Terry Bullerwell
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South Shore RC Flying May 15th

Photos by Michael Boulangerr
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St. John's r/c flyers (sjrcf) update
Hi folks. Here on the east coast of
Newfoundland we are certainly hoping spring
has finally arrived. The weather has been
windy , cold and damp since the official start
of spring. As of yesterday, May 29th, SJRCF
field on Witless Bay Line is ready for flying.
We generally are a little later than most as the
road leading to the site is soft until mid May
and some patches of snow still occupy the
road. There was quite a bit of winter kill on
our grass field last year and it wasn’t until
September before most of the bare patches
had filled in (with a little help with extra seed
and fertilizer). We purchased two sacks of
seed last fall in preparation for an early over
seeding, but to our surprise the grass is in
great shape. Mother Nature did her part and
the 350 centimetres of snow protected last
year’s efforts.
A work crew was out (with social distancing)
and over-seeded anyway. Site work was also
done on a section of the parking area as we
are anxiously awaiting the arrival of a
donated 20’ Sea Can. This will be used for
storage of maintenance equipment and other
items that currently are being trucked back
and forth from club members homes.
We have managed to stay in touch as a club
even though gatherings larger than 10 are not
permitted. Every two weeks we hold a Zoom
Virtual Meeting. It continues to be used to
keep us informed on progress of builds and to
have discussions regarding how we can
conduct ourselves at the field during this
pandemic. Our most recent meeting also
included an update on the Corsair currently
being built and covered by Fred Colbourne.
More on the progress of this one next time. As
an addition to the Club Website we have now
added a link to a large assortment of videos
taken by Joe Dawson , an avid drone flyer in
our club. He attends our FunFlys and takes
videos of us during setup and flying. Here is
the link :
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLx00
dHZV_iNW2U1BkQUizW9tSSIZEOWjv
.
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St. John's r/c flyers (sjrcf) update
Several of the winter build projects are
progressing well and several have been
completed. Paul is still working on his Cargo
40 (now a 60) and his scratch building shows
his skill. Here are a few photos of the wing
tips being built and covered. I didn’t have any
idea of the work involved.
Keith Pearce has completed his "rise of the
Phoenix" Lazy Ace he purchased and made
major improvements on. It will be exciting to
see this bird take its maiden flight soon. As a
sample of the work gone into the make over,
here are a few photos of is home built
fiberglass cowl that he had to build to
accommodate the up sized engine. Keith is
relatively new to the club, and we are very
fortunate to have him, as he too provides a
wealth of knowledge on building planes and
tuning engines.
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St. John's r/c flyers (sjrcf) update
Started around 2005 by Craig Trickett and
continuing since 2008 by Steve Boulos is a
Top-Flite giant scale P-47 kit. Through most
of those years it sat on a shelf with just a few
hours of progress every now and then. Steve
finally decided it was time to get serious and
has dusted it off (literally) and placed it back
on the bench. Currently fitting the Zenoah G62 to the firewall before returning to the
wings which are already 50% completed. In
addition to the G-62 with spring start for
power, it has Robart air retracts on the mains
and tail wheel, Hitec 645MG servos, and will
be finished with fibreglass and paint. Steve is
hoping for a summer 2021 completion but not
taking any bets.
Even as the flying season is beginning, others
in the club are thinking of future builds.
Chris Davey has just received (although
ordered 7 months ago) his Nieuport 11 kit.
Chris has built two planes already this winter
and he shows no sign of easing up. As
featured in the March newsletter his Tiger
Moth and Beaver are both ready to maiden.
That's it from SJRCF for this month, until
next time, safe flying and keep your distance!
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Mark Charlton’s Saturn V
It's not an RC plane, but I thought I would
share this to see if there were any other model
rocket enthusiasts in the club. This is
probably my longest hobby. I started building
and flying rockets when I was 10. My
daughter who is 7 has taken up the hobby and
absolutely loves it. Such a fun way to get kids
interested in space and science. Its because of
model rocketry that I became interested in
RC planes. Now im hooked!!! (Brian, you
warned me hahaha!!! :D )
This is Estes 1:100 scale 50th anniversary
edition of the famous Saturn V. It stands at 43
inches and flies to about 400 feet with a
respectable engine. You can push it much
farther though, but I do prefer this one to
come back to earth in one piece! Build time
was about 50 hours, lots of filling, sanding,
repeat.
I haven't launched it yet. I'm waiting for some
engines to arrive. If any one is interested,
Geoff at MSC can get Estes products now,
including engines, which are getting harder to
find due to shipping costs.
I'll post a launch (and hopefully retrieval)
video after she meets the sky!

Photos by Mark Charlton
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—————————
—EASTERN
HELICOPTERS
100 Bosse Ave,
Edmundston N.B
Canada E3V 4A2
PH: (506)-737-8700
Fax (506)-737-8701
Email:
Info@VarioCanada.c
om

Mighty Small Cars
552 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS
902 423-9298
https://www.facebook
.com/Mighty-Small-C
ars-Limited-1519260
711625776/

Signal Hobbies,
www.signalhobbies.co
m
36 Pearson, St.
John's, NL A1A 3R1
709-722-7021
—————————

Great
Hobbies.

17 Glen Stewart
Drive
Stratford, PE.

Owner is Geoff
Davis.
—————————

Administration
and store are both
located at 17 Glen
Stewart Drive.

Maritime Hobbies
and Crafts
1521 Grafton St.
Halifax,
Nova Scotia, B3J
2B9
902-423-8870

http://www.greath
obbies.com
902-569-3262
1-800-839-3262

Some bits and bytes from the Zone

Assistant Zone director Jon Eastman’s Skyranger is shown flying above a small strip Jon
maintains at his camp In Upper Stewiacke, NS. Jon reports this was an excellent kit with
awesome laser cutting produced by a small company in the US called Old School Model
Works. Jon built this at the camp over the winter.
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FROM YOUR ZONE DIRECTOR

Hi all,
Hope you are all feeling better now that we at least can go
out to our fields and fly again, it is official from all 4
Provinces that we are good to go as long as we keep the
social distancing at two meters, you have all heard the news
of what’s happening if rules are not followed, so play safe
and stay safe without going to the extreme, common sense
goes a long way.
Needless to say it looks like all events this summer is going
to be cancelled, but it does not stop each club for holding
their own type of event as long as you follow the rules, no
public invite just MAAC members and keeping in contact with
the update with your Provincial Government for any changes
that can come any time. I have been in contact with all four
Provinces and this is the latest information that I have up to
date, so have a great time, stay safe and be cool.
Cato.
Newsletter
Contacts
Zone Director: Cato
Hansen
E-Mail:
chansen@nbnet.nb.ca
Zone-b@maac.ca
Phone:506-832-5710
Newsletter Editor: Al
Eastman
E-Mail :
flyer1024@gmail.com
Phone: 902-758-3490
Deputy Zone Dir. Jon
Eastman
Phone: 902-899-3549
E-Mail:
joneastman@live.com

